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This presentation shows the latest 
developments of our work 

The results presented here corresponds to an 
extended version of the accepted paper
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Complex systems embedding several software 
functions with different constraints

In Flight Entertainment

Flight commands

Flight Monitoring

Non critical functions
• Cost / performance 

ratio

Critical functions
• safety and real-time 

constraints
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Calculator
Processor

CPU0
L1D L1I

CPU1
L1D L1I

CPU2
L1D L1I

CPU3
L1D L1I

Level 2 cache

DRAM

SCU

Cache controller

DRAM controller

Interconnect

Multi-core chips used in the consumer 
market are appealing

Components Off The Shelf targets

Low Size, Weight and Power 
consumption

Powerful

Memory hardware resource sharing 
makes integration (and adoption) 
difficult for real-time tasks



Temporal isolation is not ensured on shared 
resources!
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Private resources 
CPU, L1 caches

Shared resources 
Everything else...

Traffic jams do not only make travel times longer but also a lot 
harder to predict



Predicting the slowdown induced by interferences

We want to predict the slowdown suffered by an application given the 
following constraints 

• The hardware is a black box 

• Multi-core COTS hardware is notoriously complex and opaque 

• Co-runners use the memory system as aggressively as they can 

• The prediction is made based on the application behaviour in 
isolation (no co-running applications) 

Our approach relies on machine learning to capture the behaviour of 
the hardware without diving in the internals
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MemBench: a microbenchmark for interference 
study
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Execution trace

Memory

R W R W

To generate the data set we use a microbenchmark designed to be      
affected by interferences in a controlled manner

To design it we introduce a simple event based model to represent the 
interaction between an application and memory

a sequence of executed instruction

Local instructions  
only use core private resources

Some instructions triggers  
Write access requests 

Some instruction triggers  
Read access requests 
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Access pattern 
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PR: read pattern
T: throttle

PW: write pattern
W: write numberR: read number

Read 
loop

Computation 
loop

Write 
loop

R

…
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…
W
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Microbenchmark overhead coverage evaluation

• Sensitivity measures on microbenchmark instances 

• Over 3000 parameters combinations evaluated 

• Reference platform: iMX6Q SabreLite
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CPU 4 ARM Cortex A9 @ 1Ghz

L1 cache 64 KiB private cache

L2 cache 1MiB shared cache

DRAM 1GiB DDR3
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Each point is the overhead measured for the microbenchmark run with a combination of parameters. Each 
curve represent the evolution of a nature of traffic (a fixed combination of R,W,Pr,Pw) with its intensity (T)
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The intensity of the traffic generated by a microbenchmark instance clearly plays a major role in the 
evolution of the overhead, as there is an exponential decay of the overhead with T
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For many instances, the overhead exceeds 300% (x4 execution time): the slowdown factor exceeds the 
number of core. Interferences can negate the benefits of having several cores
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If the intensity is fundamental to predict sensitivity, it is also imprecise. Big variations of overhead are 
observed for the same values of T. Parameters defining the natures of traffic also plays a significant role
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Some curves may cross: if the nature of the traffic plays a role in a the sensitivity to overhead. It is not 
always sufficient to compare the sensitivity of two applications.
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CPU L1 cache L2 cache DRAM

300% overhead for approx. 20% bus utilisation 300% overhead for approx. 10% bus utilisation

Bandwidth alone is imprecise: conservative inference leads to huge overhead overestimations 
Other aspects should be taken into account
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Access patterns characterisation
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Sequential Random

H(J) = ∑
j∈J

p( j)log(p( j))

H(J) = 0 0 ≤ H(J) ≤ b

Measured with 
 Shannon entropy  
of jump sequence

Simplest Most complex

We characterise access patterns with their complexity



Tau: a measure of the impact of memory access 
time on application progress speed
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Measure of instruction level parallelism

τ =
CPI − (1 − I) × Dinst

I × DDRAM

local instructions per instruction cycles per local instruction

cycles per DDR accessaccesses per instruction

cycles per instruction
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Read/Write 
interleaving 

Entropy



MemViz: an emulation and phases identification tool
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Profile visualization 
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Prediction evaluation

Prediction algorithm 

• Random forests [Breiman, 2001] 

Training set 

• Microbenchmark instances 

• Approximately 3000 cases 

Validation set 

• Applications from the MiBench and the PARSEC suites 

• Cut into phases using our tools 

• 85 validation cases
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To evaluate the precision of the predictor we plot the observed and the predicted 
values for each application
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The goal is to have a points cloud as narrow as possible. Perfect predictions are 
on the identity line
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Training set (microbenchmarks) Validation set (MiBench/PARSEC)

MSE = 7188.89    MAE = 61.69

MSE = 267.38    MAE = 11.30



Contributions summary
CONTRIBUTION 1: MEMBENCH: a memory microbenchmark with tuneable behaviour 

• Usage: hardware platform evaluation 
• Future work: complex access patterns 

Contribution 2: Metrics to characterise memory usage behaviour 
• Usage : refinement of memory usage models 
• Future work: tau factor generalisation  

Contribution 3: MEMVIZ:  a high resolution memory activity profiler 
• Usage : phase identification and checkpoint placement 
• Future work: automatic checkpoint injection 

Contribution 4: Precise overhead prediction 
• Usage : quick system provisioning 
• Future work: Conservative inference and variable stress level support
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Conclusion 

• Good prediction accuracy is achievable 

• The choice of metrics describing the application 
behaviour is important 

• Bandwidth alone is imprecise 

• Qualitative aspects matters, especially with modern 
hardware
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